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Monday 12th July 2021

ANSWERS 12 JUL

Where in the world: Atomium, 
Brussels, Belgium

Pub quiz: 1 Saudi Arabia, 2 Chicago 
Midway International, 3 Belize,  
4 Florida, 5 Western Australia,  
6 Brunswick East, Carlton, North 
Carlton and Princes Hill, 7 Van 
Diemen’s Land Company, 8 Eden,  
9 City of Temples, 10 Finnair

Pick the nation: Indonesia

Sudoku
THE aim of Sudoku is to complete the entire grid using the numbers 

1-9. Each number can only be used once in each row, once in each 
column, and once in each of the 3×3 boxes.

Fiendish

www.sudokuoftheday.com – visit them and get a new Sudoku every day!

Pub quiz
1. What is the largest country in the world without a river?

2. What airport used to be known as the “busiest square mile 
in the world”? 

3.  After Australia, which country hosts the next largest barrier 
reef? 

4.  Which American state is known as the Sunshine State? 

5.  King Sound is a gulf found in which Australian state or 
territory? 

6. Which four neighbourhoods does Melbourne’s Lygon Street 
run through?

7.  What infamous company introduced bounties on the 
thylacine, and is now largely responsible for its extinction? 

8.  What is the most southerly town in New South Wales? 

9.  Angkor Wat means what in Khmer?

10.  Which airline’s slogan is “the Nordic way”?

Where in the world?

THIS curious looking building 
was first constructed for the 
World Fair held in the city where 
it can be found.

It stands 102m tall and has nine 
18m-wide stainless steel spheres 
connected in the shape of a unit 
cell or atom of iron crystal.

The tubes connecting the round 
balls enclose stairs, escalators 

and a lift, and you can access 
six of the spheres which today 
contain exhibit halls and other 
public spaces including the top 
one, which houses a restaurant 
with panoramic views of this 
European city.

Do you know where in the 
world this structure can be 
found?
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Pick the nation
COUNTRIES have unique geography, ethnicities and cultures 

which come together to often form very distinctive symbols. 
Based off the four different symbols and famous faces, see if 

you can figure out which country they represent.
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